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ABSTRACT

Nizovtseva, Maria D. M.S., Purdue University, December 2012. The effect of
supplemental pictorial freehand sketches on the construction of CAD models. Major
Professor: Craig L. Miller.

This study explored the effect of pictorial freehand sketches on CAD model building for
first and second year engineering students. Thirty one students from CGT 163 Graphical
Communication and Spatial Analysis course at Purdue University completed the study.
Subjects were divided into two groups, one of which was required to use pictorial
freehand sketches in the visualization process while the other one was not. Subjects were
provided real models of physical objects of different complexity and were asked to model
a part that would fit in the original one to form a rectangular prism. Outcomes were then
analyzed in terms of time spent on the task, number of steps used during the process, and
accuracy of the resulting model. In addition, subjects’ scores from the Purdue Spatial
Visualization Test (PSVT) were recorded and used in the study as a measure of visual
ability. The results showed no statistically significant effect of sketching on the
construction of CAD models. At this point, we are not ready to conclude that pictorial
freehand sketching directly affects CAD model construction. Subjects’ visual abilities, on
the other hand, had a significant effect on model building.
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CHAPTER 1.

INTRODUCTION

Model building is the most complicated and important part of the engineering
process (Bertoline, Wiebe & Miller, 2005). It requires good visualization skills from the
modeler. While some people can visualize mentally, others need to use additional tools to
achieve the desired outcome. An extensive body of research exists on how pictorial
freehand sketching helps to develop spatial ability and make the visualization process
easier. This research should contribute to the understanding of the role played by pictorial
freehand sketches in the modeling process, by focusing specifically on the relationship
between the use of sketches and the quality of the resulting 3D model.
This chapter provides the general set up of the study, describes its significance,
and states the research question. Assumptions, limitations, and delimitations are also
discussed.

1.1 Statement of purpose
The research contributes to understanding the cause of imperfections that emerge
in the transition process from a visual representation to a workable 3D model. The
purpose of the study was to explore how the accuracy of visualization correlated with the
number of steps involved in the modeling process, time spent, and the spatial ability of
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individuals involved in the study. Better understanding of modeling process shortcomings
would provide guidance on whether solving this problem via better instruction or training
is possible and if so, which area would provide higher returns on investment in future
educational curriculum and training. The results of this research have potential
implications for the curriculum in industrial design, computer graphics, or engineering.

1.2 Research questions
What is the effect of the use of supplemental pictorial freehand sketches on the
construction of CAD models?
Will the models built with the use of supplemental pictorial freehand sketches
have fewer errors, involve less construction steps, and be built in less time?

1.3 Scope
This research examined the supportive effect of pictorial freehand sketches on 3D
models building in computer-aided design (CAD) packages.
The research subjects were first and second year engineering students enrolled in
the Graphical Communication and Spatial Analysis (CGT 163) course at Purdue
University.
Upon exploring the geometry of a real model, students were asked to build a 3D
model of an object that complemented it. Due to the nature of the task, only one solution
could be accepted as correct. The real models differed in complexity. The task was
performed with or without the use of pictorial freehand sketches. The study controlled for
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student visual ability, complexity of the task, time spent on task, number of steps
involved and accuracy of the resulting model.

1.4 Significance
The goal of the research was to better understand how first and second year
engineering students construct CAD models when only one right solution is possible. It
sought to establish whether better modeling outcomes for that group can be obtained by
emphasizing CAD modeling skills, visualization skills, or through other means.
The specific focus of the research was on the importance of pictorial freehand
sketches in the modeling process, specifically on the relationship between the presence of
sketches, the extent of their use, and the quality of the resulting 3D model.
The results indicated that the usage of pictorial freehand sketches did not improve
the speed of developing 3D models or their accuracy. This implied that developing
visualization skills and CAD skills may have more importance than the ability to sketch.
However, pictorial freehand sketches play a role in developing visualization ability.
This research produced some suggestions regarding better ways to train specialists
for industry in a higher education academic setting. It also led to some ideas that can be
implemented in future research. Establishing correlations between model-building skills
and other skills test subjects may possess would allow us to develop further suggestions
for changes in training curricula.
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1.5 Assumptions
Assumptions for this study were:
•

Students enrolled in CGT 163 Graphical Communication and Spatial

Analysis course at Purdue University participated in the study voluntarily.
•

Students had basic CAD modeling skills.

•

Student sketching ability differed.

•

The Purdue Spatial Visualization Test is a valid and reliable test of visual

•

Students did their best on the tasks.

ability.

1.6 Limitations
Limitations for this study were:
•

The number of students enrolled in CGT 163 Graphical Communication and

Spatial Analysis course at Purdue University limited the sample size.
•

Students used only pictorial freehand sketches.

•

One specific CAD package was used.

•

Students spent no more than two hours on each task.

1.7 Delimitations
Delimitations for this study were:
•

The modeling experience of the students was not taken in consideration.

•

Students’ freehand drawing skills were not measured.

•

Coursework previously taken was not ascertained for this study.
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•

Students’ overall academic standing was not taken in consideration.

1.8 Definitions
CAD (computer-aided design) - the use of computer programs and systems to design
detailed two- or three-dimensional models of physical objects, such as mechanical
parts, buildings, and molecules.
haptic learning style - “a normal-sighted person who prefer to orient him/herself to the
world of experience through touch, bodily feelings, muscular sensations, and
kinesthetic fusions” (Lowenfeld, 1945).
learning style - an ability to learn something by using our own “form, manner, method or
set of strategies, which vary according to what we want to learn, but generally
remain a common line in the process of learning that distinguishes us from others
and makes our way of learning is different from the other” (Lagos & Zapata, 2010,
p. 3).
real model - “a physical object that replicates a line drawing or scaled version of an actual
object” (Miller, 1992b).
spatial ability – “mental manipulation of objects and their parts in 2D and 3D space”
(Olkun, 2003, p. 7).
spatial visualization - “the ability to mentally manipulate, rotate, twist, or invert
pictorially presented visual stimuli” (McGee, 1979).
visual learning style - “a normal-sighted person who depends on his/her eyes as a primary
intermediary in perception” (Lowenfeld, 1945).
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pictorial – “represent the object or thing as a realistic and concrete symbol” (Wileman,
1993, p. 11)
visual literacy – “the ability to read, interpret, and understand information presented in
pictorial or graphic images” (Wileman, 1993, p. 114)

1.9 Summary
This chapter introduced the general information about the study, stated the
research question, and defined key terms that were used in the study. It also explained the
purpose of the research and outlined boundaries applied to the study.
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CHAPTER 2.

LITERATURE REVIEW

This chapter provides a review of prior research related to the research question.
The main focus of the study was on the role of sketching in the model building process
and the ways to improve the process through sketching. Relevant topics covered in this
literature review include the role of computer-aided design, the relationships between
visual ability and engineering education, individual learning styles and other topics
related to the engineering graphics.

2.1

Engineering process

Numerous sources provide their view of the engineering process structure. Crapo,
Waisel, Wallace and Willemain (2000) outline those stages as “problem identification or
recognition, problem definition and structuring, alternative generation, alternative
selection, and implementation” (p. 219). Authors attempt to explain how visualization
and cognition are used in the modeling process by presenting a formal model based on
previous work. They identify modeling dimensions to describe modeling process and
discuss types of visual representations that can be useful for modelers.
Bertoline, Wiebe and Miller (2005) divide the engineering design process into the
following steps: problem identification, preliminary ideas, design refinement, analysis,
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optimization and documentation. Among those, Bertoline et al. single out the design
refinement stage that includes modeling as the most complicated and important part. At
this stage “the initial sketches or models are refined” and can be analyzed later (Bertoline
et al., 2005, p. 8).

2.2

Computer-aided design and sketching

It is a widely recognized fact that a substantial portion of an engineer’s
representation is done through informal sketching. In spite of that fact, modern computeraided design (CAD) systems do not support sketching in any meaningful way. This point
was made by Lipson (1998) and remains true today. This forces CAD modelers to rely
primarily on mental visualization and explore the shape in their minds before starting the
modeling process.
Clearly, the visualization of a future model occurs no matter whether hand
sketches or CAD tools are used. In his study Won (2001) compared hand sketching with
Pro/ENGINEER, a 3D CAD system. He found that designers’ cognitive behavior is more
complex when a computer is used in place of hand sketching. Using CAD also required
more frequent switching between “seeing” and mental imaging. Additionally, using
sketching enabled subjects to generate more concepts per unit of time.
At the same time, another study claims there is “growing experimental evidence
that existing computer-aided design (CAD) tools can be as effective as sketching. Recent
research in cognitive psychology supports the idea that the sketching metaphor is not
necessarily ideal, and that a 3D geometric modeling metaphor might better support
human cognitive processes” (Buchal, 2002, p. 112). The study compares the usage of
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sketching and computer-aided design tools at the early stages of conceptual design and
points out that “if mental imagery operates by visualizing 3D objects in space, then this
suggests that a realistic 3D CAD display might be more effective than rough sketches
during conceptual design” (Buchal, 2002, p. 113). In his experience it was difficult for
students to visualize when sketching but wasn’t difficult while working with 3D models.
New advances are constantly emerging in CAD technology, making software
packages much easier to use and allowing for virtually realistic simulation of traditional
freehand sketching techniques. The interest of CAD vendors in converting concepts and
ideas into 3D models quickly and at low cost remains strong.
Lane, Seery and Gordon (2010) state that a student’s visual ideas can be
developed with the help of various types of media. The article discusses CAD tools,
drawings, rapid prototyping technology, sketches and modeling. “However, during the
early phases of design, students can experience periods of anxiety and frustration in
forming design ideas” (p. 202). The authors suggest the usage of “idea-sketches” as the
interaction with mental imagery (Lane et al., 2010).
Some studies also point out that the tools modelers are using need to be
transparent to them so that “valuable working memory and cognitive resources” are spent
on the task rather than on learning the tool (Crapo et al., 2000). Usage of pencil for
visualization is more common for people than usage of CAD packages. “Drawings and
other visually oriented representations have been an integral part of man’s investigation
of the world” (p. 218). The same study also states that “it is difficult to construct and
maintain detailed images in memory” (p. 220). This is less true of visualizations because
they can be a part of the context while mental images cannot. (Crapo et al., 2000).
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2.3

Role of sketching

“Sketches have long been considered a powerful communication and visualization
tool for designers, modelers, engineers during the whole design process” (Eissen & Steur,
2009, p. 7). Thus hand sketches in different forms have long been an integral part of
engineering process. Ullman, Wood and Craig (1990) note that “… engineers are
notorious for not being able to think without making “back-of-the-envelope” sketches of
rough ideas ... Sometimes these informal sketches serve to communicate a concept to a
colleague, but more often they just help the idea take shape” (p. 263). Ferguson (1992)
also states that sketches help to try out new ideas, compare alternatives, and capture
‘fleeting ideas’ on paper.
Johnson (2002) points out that sketching is “a form of visual improvisation
independent of any drawing system that allows designers to explore the sketch both as a
means of self-expression and a means of communication” (p. 246). The question that
sketches help to answer is “why?” we need to sketch. Johnson mentions that “the strength
of the freehand sketch lies in its economy of means (low cost), immediacy (single tool
interface) and ease of low-level correction and revision” (p. 247). Johnson (2002) also
claims that sketching is good for exploratory stages when it is necessary to develop the
idea.
Tversky (2002) further examines the reasons for the use of sketches and the types
of information put in them and extracted from them. She concludes that sketches are used
to develop and communicate ideas as a “cognitive tool to augment memory and
information processing by relieving the mind: Sketches represent elements and spatial
relations when making them or reading them” (p. 148).
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A similar conclusion was made by Lane, Seery and Gordon (2009): “To
determine how free-hand drawing can be taught and applied in technology subjects not
only as a means of communication but as a greater cognitive tool” (p. 13). In their work
the authors say that “technical sketching is a fundamental building block of all designbased activities” (p. 13). The authors explore the presence of a link between freehand
drawings and spatial ability. In their opinion, “the links between freehand drawing,
cognitive activity and the development of spatial ideas needs to be developed and
encouraged in technology education” (p. 14). Before making a model it is important to
understand the relationships between its parts and visualize the idea. Lane et al. (2009)
also state that freehand drawing is a powerful tool that can be used to explore the “ideas
and concepts and the development of solutions to complex problems in plane and
descriptive geometry” (p. 15).
“The extraction of novel components is difficult through mental imagery alone
and is significantly enhanced through sketching” (Lane et al., 2010, p. 203). Memory
cannot allow to hold the content and also simultaneously operate it (Tversky, 2002).
Sketching is important instead of just using the memory representations: “the externality
of sketches and similar cognitive tools promotes memory, providing a record that does
not rely on unreliable human memory” (Tversky, 2002, p. 148). Buchal (2002) mentioned
that sketching can extend three important cognitive activities: working memory, support
mental imagery and mental synthesis.
Schutze, Sachse and Romer (2003) explore the supportive value of sketches in an
experimental setting. Subjects that participated in the study were divided into three
groups with different kinds of treatment. The first group had to develop a solution
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entirely supported by sketching. The second group had to solve the problem with a partial
support of sketches and the third group had to create a solution mentally, without any
support of sketches. The experiment that was held in the study showed that the solutions
that were made with a support of sketches were higher quality than others. Subjects in the
first group didn’t experience any difficulties while solving the problems, but the other
two groups did. The authors’ conclusion was that the use of sketches has a positive effect
on design outcomes at the early stages of the design process.
In conclusion, the consensus seems to be that sketching and technical drawings
are helpful “in the development of various characteristics of design ideas such as form
and shape in a low-cost, fast and flexible way” (Prats, Lim, Jowers, Garner & Chase,
2009, p. 503).

2.4

Cognitive processes

Even though sketching tends to be a great cognitive and communication tool as
evidenced by the research enumerated in the previous section, there is an opinion that the
majority of errors in idea representation occur at the stage where a sketch becomes a
model. Those errors occur due to the human visual perception system, when human eye
cannot estimate “the projected shape of foreshortened curves” (Schmidt, Khan,
Kurtenbach & Singh, 2009) of a pictorial hand sketch. An improvement of spatial ability
can decrease these errors.
Spatial ability, or “mental manipulation of objects and their parts in 2D and 3D
space” (Olkun, 2003, p. 7) is very important in the modeling process. According to
Roorda (1994), "...For engineers and designers these mental visualization processes play
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an indispensable role in fitting together variously shaped parts of complicated mechanical
devices, and working out creative solutions to engineering problems” (p. 13). Spatial
ability has been shown to influence the academic performance affecting the ability to
define connections between a drawing and design (Potter & Van Der Merwe, 2003).
Kavakli and Gero (2001) states, “one advantage of using mental synthesis is that
it can be carried out with minimal effort, although we would expect that physical
synthesis would become easier, relative to mental synthesis, as the number of parts
increases, because there are capacity limitations on how many parts and features an
image can contain at the same time” (p. 348).
Potter and Van Der Merwe (2003) state that “perception develops through action,
that mental imagery can be developed through activities which involve imitation, and that
copying and sketching form the basis for the development of visual imagery…” (p. 120).
In other words, sketching is more than simply a supporting skill – it may in fact help
develop individual spatial ability. The authors recommend sketching and modeling
activities as a tool for developing three-dimensional perception.
A study by Newcomer, Raudebaugh, Kurtenbach, McKell and Kelley (1999)
shows that the usage of freehand drawing techniques along with 3D modeling techniques
improves student visualization and drawing skills and can help achieve the course
objectives. The overview of the design process used in the course led to higher quality of
final student projects. As a result the course received a high rating and student feedback
was mostly positive, indicating their expectations of the course were met and their skills
have improved.
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2.5

Spatial tests

As was previously mentioned, spatial ability is among the most important traits
for the engineering process. There are many tests that attempt to measure that ability.
Eliot and Smith (1983) give an overview of paper-and-pencil tests in that group.
Miller (1992b) selected three tests for his study using Zimowski’s classification:
the Mental Rotation Test (MRT) (Vandenberg & Kruse, 1978), the Analog Subset of the
Incomplete Open Cubes Test (Zimowski, 1985) and the test of Visualization of Rotations
(Guay, 1977). The last test in that list has been adopted as the Purdue Spatial
Visualization Test: Rotations (PSVT:R). Miller (1992b) mentions that PSVT:R has
“desirable characteristics that the other tests did not possess” (p. 34). He adds that “this
test has been empirically measured to be a valid test of spatial ability”.
Later, Sorby (1999) stated that the most significant tests for engineering graphics
education are the ones that test three-dimensional projective skill levels. She discussed
several examples of such spatial tests: The Mental Cutting Test (MCT), the Differential
Aptitude Test: Space Relations (DAT:SR), and the Purdue Spatial Visualization Test:
Rotations (PSVT:R), the Mental Rotation Test (MRT), and the 3-Dimensional Cube
(3DC) test. Her study also showed preference for PSVT:R because “a student’s score on
the PSVT:R was determined to be the most significant predictor of success in an
engineering graphics course” (p. 25).
For all the aforementioned reasons the current study will use PSVT as an
instrument to measure subjects' spatial ability.
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2.6

Learning styles

In the context of this study it is also important to understand the difference in
individual learning styles. A learning style is an ability to learn something by using our
own “form, manner, method or set of strategies, which vary according to what we want to
learn, but generally remain a common line in the process of learning that distinguishes us
from others and makes our way of learning is different from the other” (Lagos & Zapata,
2010, p. 3). Students with different learning styles may perform differently in the process
of model building. It is important to understand what learning styles are the most
common for engineering students to help them perform better in the courses.
There are a variety of approaches to learning styles classification. Felder and
Silverman (1988) suggest a classification that includes the following five dimensions:
sensory versus intuitive, visual versus auditory, inductive versus deductive, active versus
reflective, and sequential versus global. In their research the authors were trying to
answer the question: which aspects of learning style are particularly significant in
engineering education? Based on their results, the authors argue that engineering students
tend to be visual, sensing, inductive, active, and global. Engineering education, however,
tends to use techniques that address the opposites of those types (intuitive, auditory,
deductive, reflective and sequential). This mismatch can lead to poor student
performance. The learning styles theory can be used to develop several techniques that
will help engineering students perform better in the design process.
Other work relevant to classification of learning styles includes Kolb (1981),
Grasha-Riechmann (1974), and Alonso, Gallego, and Honey (2002). More recently,
Lagos and Zapata (2010) did a comparative study of all three approaches using a pool of
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sixty three engineering students. They found significant correlations between some of the
categories suggested by prior researchers but found that none of the three classification
frameworks was proven to be superior to others.
In 1945, Lowenfeld identified two different types of learning styles: the visual
and the haptic. Visual type learners observe objects from their visual appearance, whereas
haptic learners usually receive information “by means of touch, bodily feelings, muscular
sensations and kinesthetic fusions” (Lowenfeld, 1945, p. 100). This classification is
especially significant for teaching engineering graphics. Miller (1992a) states that most
traditional engineering graphics instructional techniques are based on visual imagery that
makes them suitable only for the visual perception type. Usage of real models is an
exception that means in the sense that it is suitable for both learning styles. The proposed
study uses real models of physical objects on which subjects can rely to visualize a new
object they will be asked to model. More of the methodology is discussed in Chapter 3.

2.7

Summary

The literature review provides an overview of the relevant previous work that can
be split into five topics: engineering process, computer-aided design and sketching, role
of sketching, cognitive processes, and learning styles.
The literature on engineering process mainly talks about stages involved in the
engineering process and skills required to make this process more efficient. Much has
been written about the relationship between CAD and sketching. The authors compare
CAD to sketching in terms of their effectiveness, difference in user behavior while using
those tools, and model visualization outcomes. The proposed study is interested in all
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three of these aspects. There is also an extensive literature on sketching. Different authors
discuss the role of sketches in communicating ideas, improvisation, development of new
ideas, supporting mental imagery when extracting novel components, and in exploration
of relationships between model parts. Literature on cognitive effect of sketching studies
its role in the development of visual perception, extension of mental imagery and looks at
how it improves student visualization and drawing skills. In the context of this study it is
also important to understand the difference in individual learning styles. Work that was
done on this topic develops recommendations for engineering students.
This literature review helps to focus on the main aspects that should be taken in
consideration while conducting the study.
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CHAPTER 3.

METHODOLOGY

This research focused on whether pictorial freehand sketching provided
advantages in understanding and exploring the shape of an imaginary object. The
research question was answered in a study involving human subjects. The design of the
study is described below.
Subjects were asked to perform tasks that involved CAD modeling. They were
divided into two groups subjected to two kinds of treatments: with sketching and without
sketching. Furthermore, each group worked on tasks of different complexity. Subjects’
spatial visualization ability was measured prior to the treatment to explore the correlation
between the spatial score and the outcome of the experiment.
Due to the nature of the question, this study used quantitative methods for analysis.
This chapter describes the research methodology and data collection process.

3.1

Hypotheses

The study in this thesis tested the following two main hypotheses:
Ho1: Pictorial freehand sketching does not have an effect on CAD model
construction.
Ha1: Pictorial freehand sketching has a positive effect on CAD model
construction.
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Ho2: The effect of pictorial freehand sketching on CAD model construction does
not depend on task complexity.
Ha2: The positive effect of pictorial freehand sketching is increasing with the
complexity of the task.
Furthermore, the role of spatial ability was also tested:
Ho3: Subjects’ spatial ability does not have an effect on CAD model construction.
Ha3: Subjects’ spatial ability has a positive effect on CAD model construction.
In all cases a positive effect could be represented by a reduction in time spent on
the creation of the CAD model, reduction in the number of steps, or better accuracy of the
resulting model.

3.2

Pilot study

Before proceeding to the main study the pilot study was conducted to identify
possible problems with experiment design. Elements of the experimental design were
tested on CGT 163 students at the end of spring 2012 semester. That pilot study was very
helpful and some implications were made for the current study.
For the pilot study, the PSVT was administered to students closer to the end of the
semester. The scores distribution was heavily skewed towards high values. The number
of low scores was very small. Therefore it was hypothesized that students may develop
their spatial ability through CGT 163 course assignments. For the main study it was
decided to test students’ spatial ability at the beginning of the semester before they
proceed to CGT 163 course content.
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Another finding of the pilot study was related to the complexity of the task. Figures
3.1 and 3.2 show real models provided to students. The outcome of the pilot study
suggested that both models were too simple given students’ visualization abilities. As a
result, students did not need too much time to complete the assignments. In addition,
most of the students did not need to sketch at all because they could visualize mentally. It
was decided that model complexity needed to be increased.

Figure 3.1. Simple model from the pilot study.

Figure 3.2. Complex models from the pilot study.
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The pilot study also revealed that some subjects misunderstood the task stated in
the instructions. This fact indicated the need for more detailed instructions. This
deficiency was corrected for the main study.
The final finding resulting from the pilot study was that the size of the groups had
to be kept at a reasonable level to provide more comfortable and less distractive work
environment.

3.3

Main study design

The research examined the role of pictorial freehand sketching in the construction
of CAD models. Various model-building paths were tested on a group of research
subjects. Study participants were selected from among undergraduate students enrolled in
CGT 163 Graphical Communication and Spatial Analysis course at Purdue University.
Students received basic training in such CAD software packages as CATIA V5R20 and
Autodesk Inventor Professional 2013 early in the semester. For this study, Autodesk
Inventor was chosen as the modeling tool.
The test subjects differed in their modeling experience and their field of study
(those included aeronautical and astronautical engineering, aviation technology,
mechanical engineering, & mechanical engineering technology). Those characteristics
were not measured, because only basic modeling skills were required for completing the
task. The study also did not control for freehand sketching skills, course work previously
taken, or overall academic standing.
In this study, subjects were given real models of physical objects. They were
asked to model a part that would fit in the one provided to form a rectangular prism.
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They had to visualize the new object relying on the object they were provided with. They
had the opportunity to manipulate the objects and explore their shapes.
The physical models differed in complexity of their features and the features that
a fit-in model may have. The model with simple shapes and a smaller number of features
was defined as the simple one (Figure 3.4) and model with hard-to-visualize features (e.g.
inclined planes) and a larger number of features was defined as the complex model
(Figure 3.4).

Figure 3.3. Simple model used in the main study.
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Figure 3.4. Complex model used in the main study.

The rationale for this approach was to test how the effect of pictorial freehand
sketching depended on the task complexity. The researcher expected the effect of
pictorial freehand sketching to be minimal for simple shapes because simple visualization
operations can be performed in mental memory. Complex objects, however, require
rotation and deeper exploration of relationships between elements in order to complete
the task. Doing so is difficult through mental imagery alone (Tversky, 2002). Human
memory is unable to retain the content and operate it simultaneously. Therefore, for
complex objects, the supportive effect of pictorial freehand sketches was expected to be
more significant.
Subjects were divided into two main groups. One group was instructed to
visualize a new part mentally before proceeding to the modeling process. The other group
was asked to first make pictorial freehand sketches of the new part as an intermediate
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step and only then proceed to modeling. In this case pictorial freehand sketches were to
serve as a supportive tool to help visualize ideas and explore new shapes.
Each group was given 10 minutes for visualization and/or sketching process. That
time was included in the overall two-hour time allowance for each model. Since each
subject was asked to do two models, they had to participate in two separate two-hour
sessions. The sessions were conducted using university computers outside the class time.
It was also hypothesized that subjects’ spatial ability may have a significant effect
on the outcome of the task. That ability was assessed by administering the standardized
Purdue Spatial Visualization Test (PSVT) prior to the study. The PSVT includes 36
questions that are divided into three main sections: developments, rotations, and views.
Each section consists of 12 questions. The time for test completion was limited to 30
minutes. The test scores were used to explore the relationship between subjects’ spatial
ability and the outcome of the modeling process.
The study timeline is described in Figure 3.5.
The resulting CAD models were analyzed. Two quantitative characteristics were
recorded: the time needed to complete the assignment and the number of steps used in the
process. In addition to that, students were asked to share their feelings about the
usefulness of freehand sketches in completing the task. The correctness of the resulting
model in terms of proportions, scale, and shape was also assessed and assigned a score
based on a previously developed rubric, validated by subject matter experts.
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Figure 3.5. Study timeline.

The time when students started modeling and the time of the submission were
recorded by the researcher. The difference between the two therefore included the
visualization process, modeling and submission processes. In order to prevent subjects
from rushing through the assignment, which could affect the results, they were not
informed that time was being recorded. The accuracy of the model was considered the
more important characteristic. The researcher assumed that the time between the
completion of the task and submission was the same for every subject.
“The number of steps” variable represented the number of 3D CAD operations
that subjects used during the modeling process.
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In scoring the accuracy of the resulting CAD models, one point was given for
each feature and two points for correct proportions. As a result for the simple model the
grading scale was from 0 to 6, and for the complex model from 0 to 10. This was
convenient from the grading point of view but presented some challenges for statistical
analysis further described in Chapter 4.
The experimental setup is shown in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1. Experimental setup
Time
Sketching

# of steps

Accuracy

Simple model
Complex model
Simple model

No sketching
Complex model

The study was conducted during the sixth week of the semester. There were two
primary reasons for this time frame.
First, for completing the tasks students needed only basic skills in CAD. They
could build models by using basic features. During the first five weeks of the course
students usually obtain enough experience to perform basic operations in the CAD
package, Autodesk Inventor 2013 in particular, even if they never had CAD experience
before.
Second, the researcher did not want students to develop their spatial ability
through course assignments. CGT 163 students are subjected to numerous sketching and
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modeling assignments that affect their visualization skills. The pilot study conducted in
Spring 2012 and described in Section 3.2 confirmed that closer to the end of the semester
students’ spatial ability develops significantly.
Each of the two groups (“sketching” and “no sketching”) was further divided into
two sections, with no more than 10 subjects in each section. Furthermore, each subject
had to participate in two separate two-hour sessions, one for the simple model and
another for the complex one. Testing days were chosen to ensure there were no overlaps
between groups with different treatment. For each model complexity, the group with no
sketching was scheduled to perform first. Table 3.2 presents the original schedule:

Table 3.2. Testing schedule

Monday

No sketch 1
6.30 pm – 8.30 pm
Simple

No sketch 2
8.30 pm – 10.30 pm
Simple

Tuesday
Thursday

6 pm – 8 pm
Complex

Sketch 1

Sketch 2

6 pm – 8 pm
Simple

8 pm – 10 pm
Simple

6 pm – 8 pm
Complex

8 pm – 10 pm
Complex

8 pm – 10 pm
Complex

Friday

In each session the researcher read the detailed instructions to subjects. Subjects
were encouraged to ask questions before proceeding to the task. Each subject also
received a printed copy of the instructions (Appendix D).
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3.4

Permissions

The study was related to human subject research and requires permission from
the Institutional Review Board (IRB). An application for the approval of the study was
submitted to the IRB. The data collection started after the approval was received (see
Appendix A).

3.5

Statistical analysis

Statistical analysis of the data collected was used to identify the relationships
between the presence of sketches, real model complexity, and the modeling process
characteristics.
The following dependent variables were used in the study:


time spent on the task in minutes;



number of steps included in the modeling process;



accuracy of the resulting CAD model, graded on a scale from 0 to 6 for the

simple model and from 0 to 10 for the complex model.
The independent variables were:


the presence of pictorial freehand sketches;



real model complexity.

A one-way multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) was used for each
model complexity to estimate the effect of sketching on all three dependent variables.
MANOVA is a generalized form of univariate analysis of variance (ANOVA). It
was used because the study had three dependent variables (responses), and MANOVA
allows comparing multivariate means of several groups. In the study the data was divided
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into two parts (for the simple and the complex model), and two separate MANOVA
analyses were performed to determine whether the presence of sketching had significant
effects on the three responses.
The layout of MANOVA statistical design for each complexity is shown in Table
3.3 below.

Table 3.3. MANOVA analysis layout
Time

# of steps

Accuracy

Sketching
No sketching

Unfortunately, MANOVA gives no indication which variables are responsible for
the differences in mean vectors. To identify relationships between each dependent
variable and each independent variable, the split-plot design was used, with the presence
of pictorial freehand sketches as the whole-plot factor and real model complexity as the
sub-plot factor. Mixed effects models were used for the analysis because fixed effects
(method, complexity, and interaction between method and complexity) and random
effects (subjects nested within method) were both present.
The layout of split-plot statistical design is shown in Table 3.4 below.
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Table 3.4. Mixed method ANOVA layout
Sketching
Participants

S1

S2

S3

…

No sketching
S16

S17

S18

S19

…

S31

Simple model
Complex model

Since there were three dependent variables /responses, the study used three mixed
effects models for each of the three responses (time, accuracy and number of steps). In
each case the following model specification was used:
responseijk    method i  subject j (i )  complexity k  method  complexity ik   ijk ,

(Eqn. 3.1)
where  ijk terms are independent and identically normally distributed with mean 0 and
2
variance  2 ,  ijk ~ N (0, ) , i=1,2, j=1,2,3,…,31, k=1,2.

The variable “method” was assigned the value of 1 in the case when no sketching
was used and 2 in the case of sketching. “Complexity” was set equal to 1 for the simple
model and 2 for the complex model.
In addition, the author wished to identify if spatial ability affects the resulting
model. For that purpose, analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) and multivariate analysis of
covariance (MANCOVA) were used as statistical tools, where PSVT scores served as a
covariate.
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Taking each subject’s spatial ability score into consideration the following
ANCOVA model was used:
responseijk    method i  subject j ( i )  complexity k  method  complexity ik   scoreij   ijk

(Eqn. 3.2)
2
where  ijk ~ N (0, ) ,  is the coefficient estimate of score , i=1,2, j=1,2,3,…,31, k=1,2.

Following common practice in the engineering field, the significance level for all
tests was chosen to be 0.05.

3.6

Summary

This chapter stated the hypotheses used in the study, described its methodology,
and explained the process timeline. Statistical tools that were used to analyze the data and
explore the relationships between the variables were also discussed in this chapter.
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CHAPTER 4.

ANALYSIS OF THE DATA

This chapter provides information about the results of the study and statistical
analyses that were used to test the hypotheses stated in Section 3.1.

4.1

Sample selection process

All CGT 163 students were offered to participate in the study (see Appendix C),
since a range of scores was needed for the analysis. Forty two people agreed to
participate in two sessions and signed the consent form (see Appendix B).
Students that signed the consent form were assigned to groups with sketching and
no sketching (refer to the original schedule in Table 3.2). They received an email with the
time when they had to participate. Due to a schedule conflict some students were unable
to participate on the day they were assigned. The researcher had to arrange students to
sessions manually according to their schedule. The fact that students had to participate in
both sessions made the arrangement even more difficult. One day had to be added to the
original testing schedule. In spite of the changes made, the original idea of testing
students with different treatments on different days was preserved. Each group was still
interacting with the simple model prior to the complex model.
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Table 4.1. Final study schedule
No sketch 1
Monday

No sketch 2

Sketch 2

6 pm – 8 pm
Simple

8 pm – 10 pm
Simple

6 pm – 8 pm
Complex

8 pm – 10 pm
Complex

6.30 pm – 8.30 pm
Simple

Tuesday
Thursday

Sketch 1

8 pm – 10 pm
Complex

6 pm – 8 pm
Simple

Friday
12 pm – 2 pm
Complex

Sunday

Each subject received a unique ID number to maintain anonymity. Out of 40
subjects who were arranged into the groups, 31 participated in both sessions and
completed the study.

4.2

PSVT Results

Each group in the study included subjects with a range of spatial scores, from low
to high visual abilities. In order to assess students’ individual spatial visualization ability,
the PSVT was administered to all 390 students enrolled in the CGT 163 course during the
first week of classes. The sample of 31 people was formed out of that population. The
distribution of PSVT score for the population and the sample is shown in Figure 4.1 and
Figure 4.2, respectively.
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Figure 4.1. PSVT score distribution for the CGT 163 course.
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Figure 4.2. PSVT score distribution for the study sample.
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Table 4.2 below shows the descriptive statistics for the population and the sample.

Table 4.2. Descriptive statistics for the population and the sample
N
Population
Sample

390
31

Min
7
7

Max
36
36

Mean
28.884
29.194

Std Dev
6.193
7.55

As the table shows, the sample score distribution closely resembled that of the
population. This was further confirmed by a Z-test that was used to test the null
hypothesis that the sample mean is not different from the population mean. The
alternative hypothesis was that the sample mean is different from the population mean.
The test produced the p-value of 0.368322. Therefore at the 0.05 significance level the
null hypothesis was accepted. This determined that the sample accurately represented the
population.

4.3

Statistical analysis

The following section includes results of the study and their explanation. Table
4.3 presents all the statistical data gathered during the study. The data included the scores
for each participant, method that was used and provided information about time students
spent on the task, number of steps they used and the accuracy of the resulting model for
each complexity.
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Table 4.3. Results of the study
Subject
ID

PSVT
score

Method
assigned

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

23
16
36
26
35
34
31
35
33
35
32
11
25
36
24
33
7
30
20
34
33
34
35
34
24
32
25
29
33
36
36

nosketch
nosketch
nosketch
nosketch
nosketch
nosketch
nosketch
nosketch
nosketch
nosketch
nosketch
nosketch
nosketch
nosketch
nosketch
nosketch
sketch
sketch
sketch
sketch
sketch
sketch
sketch
sketch
sketch
sketch
sketch
sketch
sketch
sketch
sketch

Simple model
time
N of
accuracy
steps
18
7
3
32
6
5
14
7
6
27
2
3
15
2
6
28
2
5
30
8
6
27
2
6
24
9
6
19
3
4
21
3
5
87
7
2.5
28
8
4.5
14
4
5
28
4
5
17
3
5
72
11
2.5
27
9
4
23
7
4
28
5
5
13
2
6
23
4
6
29
7
4
16
5
4.5
60
7
4
33
6
5
48
3
6
30
3
4.5
19
9
3
27
4
5.5
13
2
5

Complex model
time
N of
accuracy
steps
46
12
5.5
28
10
4
46
20
9.5
35
11
7
21
13
10
50
17
8.5
54
23
9.5
47
12
9.5
56
20
9.5
34
15
9
35
15
9.5
38
17
2
34
14
8.5
40
19
10
57
18
9
33
9
8.5
86
18
7
44
19
8.5
61
13
6
66
11
9
50
9
8.5
27
9
8
58
31
9.5
27
10
9
28
13
7
71
17
7.5
58
11
9.5
52
13
10
33
19
7.5
42
8
10
17
7
8.5
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4.3.1

Descriptive statistics

The means for time are shown in Figure 4.3 below for each group with sketching
and without sketching and each complexity of models.

Mean times in minutes
60
48

50
40.875
40
30

30.7333

26.8125

20
10
0
simple

complex
nosketch

sketch

Figure 4.3. Time variable means for different treatments.

This graph shows that subjects were spending more time working on the complex
model. This fact was expected since the complex model had more features. If we
compare the method that subjects were using for visualization, we will see that usage of
sketching increased time for both complexity levels. The reason for that is unclear and
some discussion will be provided in the next chapter.
The means for number of steps are shown in Figure 4.4 for each group and each
complexity of model.
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Mean number of steps
18
15.3125

16

13.8667

14
12
10
8
6

5.6

4.8125

4
2
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simple

complex
nosketch

sketch

Figure 4.4. Means for number of steps.

The total number of steps increased with the complexity of the model. This was
not surprising since the complex model had more features, so subjects needed to use
more operations to complete the task. The number of steps used for the simple model was
also greater for subjects who sketched. At the same time for the complex model the
number of steps decreased with the usage of sketches.
The means for accuracy for each group and each complexity of model are
presented in Figure 4.5. The accuracy for the simple model was measured on a scale of 6
and for the complex model on a scale of 10 as was explained earlier.
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Mean accuracy in points
9

8.3667

8.09375

8
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5

4.8125

4.6

4
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2
1
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simple

complex
nosketch

sketch

Figure 4.5. Means for accuracy.

Figure 4.5 shows that for the complex model subjects who sketched have
achieved a slightly better accuracy. For the simple model, however, the results were
opposite. This preliminary result suggests that sketching may have little to no
significance for accuracy.

4.3.2

Correlation between variables

The correlation between three dependent variables and two independent ones was
explored. Two different tables were created for each complexity:
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Table 4.4. Correlation matrix for the simple model
SIMPLE MODEL
PSVT
Sketching
Time
N of steps
accuracy

PSVT

Sketching

time

1
0.027195
-0.76019
-0.45714
0.59068

1
0.118105
0.153098
-0.0987

1
0.385575
-0.46013

N of steps accuracy

1
-0.42289

1

Table 4.5. Correlation matrix for the complex model
COMPLEX MODEL
PSVT
Sketching
Time
N of steps
Accuracy

PSVT

Sketching

time

N of steps

accuracy

1
0.027195
-0.29427
0.001796
0.752077

1
0.233172
-0.14247
0.075404

1
0.407725
0.059262

1
0.123816

1

The correlation between the presence of sketching and other variables was very
low for both levels of complexity. The lowest correlation was between accuracy and
sketching.
When reviewing the correlation between dependent variables for the simple
model, the results that stand out are the correlations between accuracy and time and
between accuracy and number of steps. The negative sign of those correlations may seem
counterintuitive at first, but it may be due to the effect of subjects’ spatial abilities. It is
natural to expect subjects with higher spatial abilities build more accurate models in less
time and a smaller number of steps.
For the complex model there was no correlation between time and accuracy. This
may be due to the more advanced features of the model, which affected the way subjects
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were building their models. Other factors, the spatial abilities in particular, could also
affect the results.
For both model complexities, the number of steps positively correlated with time
spent on the task.
The correlation between PSVT scores and time was the strongest for the simple
model. For the complex model that correlation was not as strong, but it was still
significant. One explanation for the negative relationship can be that subjects with higher
spatial ability needed less time to complete the task, because they could visualize better.
For the complex model the strongest correlation was between PSVT score and accuracy.
For the simple model the correlation was also positive and high, suggesting that the
higher the visual ability, the better the accuracy of the resulting model. To further explore
this relationship, the PSVT score was used as a covariate in the ANCOVA model.

4.3.3

MANOVA and MANCOVA analyses

In order to determine whether sketching had an effect on all three dependent
variables (Ho1 and Ho2), two separate MANOVA models were used, one for each
complexity. Ho3 was tested by adding PSVT scores and using a MANOVA model to see
the effect of PSVT score alone, and MANCOVA to see the effect of PSVT score on the
method.
The original SAS outputs tables are shown in Appendices H, I, J, and K.
Table 4.6 summarizes MANOVA and MANCOVA results for the effect of
sketching.
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Table 4.6. MANOVA and MANCOVA results for method
P-value for MANOVA

P-value for MANCOVA

Simple model

0.8555

0.4963

Complex model

0.2797

0.2568

Since for the simple model and for the complex model the p-values were greater
than the chosen significance level α=0.05, Ho1 had to be accepted in both cases implying
that that pictorial freehand sketching does not have an effect on the construction of
models.
Since Ho1 was accepted, there was no need to test the hypothesis Ho2 which dealt
with the relationships between pictorial freehand sketching and the task complexity in a
model building process.
As was mentioned before, the researcher wished to determine whether spatial
ability affected the outcome of the modeling process. The original MANOVA model was
modified by adding the PSVT score as a covariate, and a MANCOVA analysis was
performed. Even in the presence of the PSVT covariate, the null hypothesis Ho1 still had
to be accepted for the simple model and for the complex model. However, the p-value for
the effect of sketching decreased for both complexity levels, especially so for the simple
model.
Those results indicated that PSVT score is associated with all three responses,
especially for the simple model. MANOVA analyses for the effect of the score alone
confirmed this assumption. The p-value for both simple and complex models was <.0001.
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For the chosen significance level of 0.05 Ho3 was rejected meaning that spatial ability had
an effect on model building.
The shortcoming of MANOVA is that it can only show the significance of
variables but cannot tell anything about the sign of the relationships between variables. In
addition, it is unable to identify the individual effect on each dependent variable. In order
to answer those questions, mixed method ANOVA was used.

4.3.4

Mixed method ANOVA and ANCOVA

In order to attain better understanding of the relationships between variables in the
study a mixed method ANOVA was used. This method allows for measuring the effect of
independent variables on each dependent variable separately. For this analysis, the data
sets for simple and complex models were combined; therefore the sample included 62
observations. This merge presented a challenge due to the difference in accuracy grading
scale for the two complexity levels. The maximum possible accuracy score was 6 for the
simple model and 10 for the complex model. For the purposes of this analysis the
accuracy score was expressed as a percentage of the maximum possible score for each
task.
Table 4.7 shows the ANOVA results for each dependent variable: time, number of
steps, and accuracy.
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Table 4.7. Mixed method ANOVA results
Effects for all three variables in ANOVA (p-values)
time

#of steps

accuracy

method

0.2501

0.7960

0.9465

complexity

<.0001*

<.0001*

0.1928

method×complexity

0.6447

0.1579

0.2883

*The values marked with asterisks indicate statistical significance.

Table 4.7 shows that method (sketching vs. no sketching) had no significant effect
on each variable. The p-value of the “method×complexity” term is also insignificant for
number of steps, accuracy and time meaning that method and complexity did not
influence each other in determining their effects on the responses. For the chosen alphalevel of 0.05 both null hypotheses Ho1 and Ho2 were accepted and make the conclusion
that pictorial freehand sketching did not have an effect on model building and the effect
of pictorial freehand sketching on model building did not depend on task complexity.
To test Ho3 mixed method ANCOVA was used where PSVT score served as a
covariate. The results are presented in Table 4.8 below.

Table 4.8. Mixed method ANCOVA results
Effects for all three variables in ANCOVA (p-values)
time

#of steps

accuracy

method

0.0984

0.8158

0.7943

complexity

<.0001*

<.0001*

0.1928

method×complexity

0.6447

0.1579

0.2883

score
<.0001* 0.3678
<.0001*
*The values marked with asterisks indicated statistical significance.
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The presence of PSVT in the model changed the p-values for method, but did not
change the result that method did not have any significant effect on the model building
process. PSVT score, however, was strongly significant in two out of three cases. For the
chosen significance level Ho3 was rejected and Ha3 was accepted thus spatial ability has
an effect on accuracy and time of CAD model construction.
The results in the tables above also showed that complexity was significant for
time and number of steps. This result was intuitive because with increasing complexity
the number of features increases and completing the task requires more steps and more
time.
Solutions for fixed effects obtained as part of the mixed method ANCOVA were
used to find out the specifics of the PSVT score effect on time and accuracy (see
Appendix L and Appendix N). It was established that a one point increase in PSVT score
reduced completion time by 1.16 minutes and increases accuracy by approximately 1.63
percent.

4.4

Summary

All the statistical data collected during the study was presented in this chapter.
The comparison between sample mean and population mean showed that sample was not
different from the population.
Simple correlation matrices were constructed for the simple and the complex
model separately to observe the relationships between all variables.
Main conclusions are based on testing the hypotheses stated in Chapter 3 with
statistical tools. Even though statistical analysis showed that sketching had no significant
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effect on the model construction process and its effect did not depend on the task
complexity, there were some findings that indicated possibilities for the direction of
future research.
In addition, students’ spatial ability measured by PSVT scores had a positive
effect on model building. It reduced the time and increased the accuracy but did not affect
the number of steps.
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CHAPTER 5.

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This chapter provides a discussion of the findings of the study, their interpretation,
and outlines possible directions for future research.

5.1

Summary of the study

This study was conducted to explore whether the usage of pictorial freehand
sketches during visualization process has a positive effect on CAD model construction. In
addition the researcher wanted to determine if this effect depended on the complexity of
the model. An additional research question was whether subjects’ spatial ability has an
effect in the model building process.
Relevant literature review discussed several main topics: engineering process,
computer-aided design and role of sketching, cognitive processes, and learning styles.
The literature on engineering process mainly talks about stages involved and
skills required for making this process successful. Much has been written about the
relationship between CAD and sketching. The comparison is made in terms of
effectiveness of both tools, user behavior when using tools, and visualization of future
models. This study was also interested in all these three aspects. In addition, extensive
literature on sketching explored its role not only in communicating ideas and exploration
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of relationships between parts but also in the development of visual perception, extension
of mental imagery and in examining how sketching improves student visualization and
drawing skills. In the context of the study it was also important to understand the
difference in individual learning styles: visual and haptic. Some work on this topic has
been done starting as far back as 1945. The more recent work developed
recommendations for engineering students.
First and second year engineering students enrolled in CGT 163 course at Purdue
University participated in the study and completed two tasks of different complexity.
Students’ spatial ability varied which was reflected in the distribution of their PSVT
scores. Students were divided into two main groups with two different kinds of treatment:
with sketching and with no sketching to determine the significance of the sketching in the
modeling process. The process outcomes were then analyzed in terms of time spent on
the task, number of steps used in the process, and accuracy of the resulting model.

5.2

Discussion of the findings

Statistical analysis used in this study to test the hypotheses showed that the
presence of sketching had no effect on model construction in terms of time, number of
steps, or accuracy. This finding is surprising for two reasons. First, as the literature
review in Chapter 2 indicates, experts in the field agree on the overall importance of
sketching for various phases of the engineering process. Second, in their answers to the
questionnaire administered during the study subjects indicated their strong preference for
having the opportunity to sketch.
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After completing each modeling task, subjects were asked to answer questions
related to their experience. The questions were part of the printed instructions presented
in Appendix D. When asked whether sketching helped them complete the task, 87% of
subjects who worked on the simple model using pictorial freehand sketches answered
positively. For the complex model, that proportion was 67% (Figure 5.1). One possible
explanation for the fact that the number of positive answers decreased with the
complexity of the task is that respondents working on the complex model felt the
increased importance of such additional factors as visualization skills or CAD experience.

Figure 5.1. Distribution of answers for the sketching group.

Subjects who did not sketch were asked if they thought that having an opportunity
to sketch would have improved their results. For the simple model 56% of responses
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were positive. For the complex model the proportion of positive answers increased to 75 %
(Figure 5.2). Apparently as model complexity increased more subjects felt the need to
complement their mental imagery with pictorial freehand sketching.

Figure 5.2. Distribution of answers for the no sketching group.

Interestingly, the statistical analysis also revealed that sketching, while showing
no statistical significance, appeared to be more impactful for complex models. The results
of the study therefore have to be interpreted with care. It is possible that changes in the
testing environment or the nature of tasks may produce stronger results. Some of
potential improvements to the study design are discussed in Section 5.3.
The study produced strongly significant results for spatial ability measured by
PSVT. All statistical tests provided strong evidence that PSVT scores were the most
important factor influencing accuracy and speed of model building. This correlation was
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stronger for the more complex model. This makes sense since the complex model had
more features, making spatial ability more relevant. Adding PSVT scores as a covariate
to MANOVA and mixed method ANOVA also made the impact of sketching more
noticeable, further indicating that spatial ability affects performance in CAD model
construction process. Overall, the results suggest that spatial ability plays an important
role for the speed and accuracy of CAD model building. This makes the development of
spatial ability an important factor in educating future engineers.
Even though there is not statistical evidence allowing us to conclude that pictorial
freehand sketching has an immediate impact on CAD model construction, it would be
premature to completely dismiss the sketching process as unimportant. Prior research
shows that sketching is a meaningful component in developing spatial ability (Newcomer
et al., 1999; Potter & Van Der Merwe, 2003; Lane et al., 2010). The present study
suggested that sketching does not affect the modeling process directly but it did not
dispute its importance as a learning tool.

5.3

Recommendations for future research

Students with various PSVT scores were chosen for the study. Among those the
role of sketching was more noticeable for subjects with low visual abilities. A visual
comparison of their performances with and without pictorial freehand sketching revealed
that those subjects had more problems when they did not have the opportunity to sketch.
As mentioned in Section 4.2, the sample was skewed towards high PSVT scores.
Only four subjects had PSVT scores of 20 or below. It is possible that the effect of
sketching would be very different for high and low visualizers but the composition of the
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sample did not allow the researcher to address this issue adequately. The fact that spatial
ability played a significant role in the results implies that for high visualizers sketching
was not as important because they could mentally process all the information necessary
for completing the tasks. Increasing the number of subjects with low visual abilities in the
sample may reveal more interesting information about the role of sketching. A possible
additional modification of that treatment is to compose the sample from only low visual
ability and high visual ability individuals and treat visual ability as a categorical variable.
This was not feasible in the present study due to the low overall number of individuals
volunteering for it.
The study was conducted in the sixth week of classes. The reasons for this were
discussed in Chapter 3. The CGT 163 course curriculum is constructed so that by the
sixth week of the semester students have already learned CAD basics, enabling them to
perform simple operations needed to build models. Nevertheless, the researcher
conducting the study noticed that some subjects experienced difficulties while using
Autodesk Inventor. It is possible that variation in subjects’ CAD skills could affect the
results to some extent. In addition, subjects’ answers to one of the questionnaire items
revealed that only half of them had CAD experience prior to taking the CGT 163 course.
In future studies it may be useful to take the level of subjects’ CAD skills into
consideration as well. Another possibility is to limit the sample only to subjects with no
prior CAD experience to ensure the uniformity of their experience level.
Controlling for CAD experience may also provide additional insight into the
difference in personal approaches to model building. For example, results for the number
of model building steps were weaker than expected. Decreasing the number of steps is
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important because it reduces the time, makes the model more accurate, and reduces the
number of errors. A related thought is to pay more attention to streamlining the CAD
model building process while training engineering students.
Subjects’ responses indicated that the difficulty of the assignment played a role,
implying that the more complex model was more challenging for them. Further
increasing the task complexity may make the role of pictorial freehand sketching more
noticeable. In the present study students were asked to build a complementary part, which
is a relatively straightforward task to complete, in part because it has only one correct
solution. It might therefore be interesting to examine the effect of sketching on complex
engineering solutions such as construction of complex rotating or locking mechanisms
where several alternative solutions can be explored.
The individual approach to model building is another interesting venue to explore
in this context. Some individuals have preference for starting to use a computer too soon
and looking for solutions not through pictorial freehand sketches but while working in
CAD software. Finding out how subjects’ model-building behavior depends on the
nature of a task may allow us to develop further suggestions for changes in training
curricula targeting different types of tasks.
In this study subjects started with real models as inputs. This choice was made
because according to the existing research there are two different types of people in terms
of their learning style: visual and haptic (Lowenfield, 1945), and real models are
appropriate for both types. It is believed that when subjects interact with a real model it is
easier for them to visualize its features because they can touch the model, rotate it, and
explore its shape. An interesting extension of this research would use other
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representations of models as inputs. Orthographic drawings and illustrations of models
created in CAD could be provided to subjects. Other possible variations involve
increasing subjects’ ability to assess the model measurements. This could be done by
providing them with actual model dimensions, measuring tools, grid paper, or other
means. That could also be a shortcoming of the present study in which subjects were
instructed to preserve the model proportions but were not given any measuring tools.
All the aforementioned modifications to the design of the study are supported by
the analysis of subjects’ answers to a question, “What prevented you from completing
this assignment faster and more accurately?” All the answers were limited to the
following four responses, listed in the order of their frequency: not having
dimensions/scaling tools, lack of CAD experience, model complexity, and insufficient
visualization ability.
Additionally, the study initially intended to derive implications for a broad
population of individuals who may be involved in CAD modeling in their professional
careers. As such, this study’s sample composition may not be a good representation of
that population. This field of research would benefit greatly from extending the sample to
include students from different departments and majors.
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Accuracy = 6 out of 6

Accuracy = 2.5 out of 6
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Appendix F. Complex model examples
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Appendix H. MANOVA output for the simple model
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Appendix I. MANCOVA output for the simple model
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Appendix J. MANOVA output for the complex model
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Appendix K. MANCOVA output for the complex model
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Appendix L. Mixed method ANOVA output for time
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Appendix M. Mixed method ANOVA output for number of steps
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Appendix N. Mixed method ANOVA output for accuracy
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